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DISCIPLESHIP: THE APOSTLES CREED 

“Passus sub Pontio Pilato”:  

OR, How should we relate to Politics? 

 

“You had to live—did live, from habit that became instinct—in the assumption that every 
sound you made was overheard, and, except in darkness, every movement scrutinized.”                               

—George Orwell, 1984 

This is a message about the Creed. It’s about the Trinity, too, for this Sunday! But it’s 
mostly about politics! 

*  *  *  *  *  *  * 

What is the Christian relationship to the political order in which we live?  

This week alone I had two embassies form two different places – one Protestant, one 
Catholic – asking for myself and the Upper Room to get involved in legislative issues 
around Pot-legislation and Euthanasia.  

 

 

 

We are also watching a civilisation burn itself to the ground for failure of political 
leadership – where the same State-governors who have banned haircuts in salons 
along with Church gatherings cannot bring themselves either to resist, even to 
denounce  violent looting. Our own PM was pretty quiet about the recent 2,000 
person march in Auckland.  
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The Nation-State is teetering, and the more surveillance cameras I see being hoisted 
on every steel pole in the city only suggests to me that the institutions we have taken 
for granted are in trouble. Surveillance does not suggest those who rule us have a lot 
of confidence in us.    

So, as Dark Times appear to loom up on the horizon, what is the Christian’s 
relationship to the State? How should we proceed? Where do we turn for help?  

On this Trinity Sunday we might be tempted to think the Creed has nothing to say to 
us about the political? We’d be wrong. Where does the political occur within the 
Creed? 

For those who think Politics is the answer to everything – especially revolutionaries 
and Utopians – we might look to Article 1: we might expect to see the political 
included in the discussion of Creator and creation itself.  
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I. GOD THE CREATOR 

 

ARTICLE 1: 

GOD THE FATHER 

I believe in God, the Father almighty, 

      Creator of heaven and earth. 

But the Creed says nothing here about politics in Article 1: Why? 

 

A. The Genius of America’s Founding Fathers betrays the true state of politics 

Well, since America seems to be the country in the most political turmoil right now 
we might look there for an answer.  

The American constitution is the most ingenious political instrument ever devised 
by the cunning of man. The Framers were by in large not orthodox Christians, they 
were Freemasons and Men of the Enlightenment, but what they borrowed from their 
Calvinist and Augustinian Christian roots was an absolute realism about human 
nature – and their constitution is an attempt to create a political order given the 
flaws and perniciousness of human nature.  

The genius of the American system of government is its highly separated and 
disparate arrangement of powers, for the Framers felt that within a viable state: 
 

“Ambition must be made to counteract ambition.” 
 
So why must government power be diffuse? Here’s why, from Federalist 51: 
 
“It may be a reflection on human nature, that such devices should be necessary to control the 

abuses of government. But what is government itself, but the greatest of all reflections on 
human nature? If men were angels, no government would be necessary. If angels were to 
govern men, neither external nor internal controls on government would be necessary. In 

framing a government which is to be administered by men over men, the great difficulty lies 
in this: you must first enable the government to control the governed; and in the next place 

oblige it to control itself.”                     (JAMES MADISON, Federalist, 51) 

Federalist No. 51, is titled: “The Structure of the Government Must Furnish the Proper 
Checks and Balances Between the Different Departments”; it’s an essay by James Madison. 

Madison’s cunning insight tells us why we can’t look to the First Article for help: 

Earthly politics does not belong to the orders of Creation; it is an order of preservation. 
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B. Politics and the Fall  

Politics comes after the Fall, as Genesis 4.17 relays: 

“Cain knew his wife, and she conceived and bore Enoch. When he built [the first human] city 
[politics], he called the name of the city after the name of his son, Enoch” (Genesis 4.17). 

The city did not start with Adam – but with Cain! 
 
So we can’t look to Article 1 for answers to how Christians deal with the political? 
 
So what about Article 2? 
 
 
II. ARTICLE 2: GOD THE REDEEMER 
 
Here we have more luck! Since politics belongs to the order of preservation which 
God graciously allows given the catastrophe in the Garden of Eden, we might expect 
to find something here – with Jesus who is both Lord of All and the Truth that saves 
us.  
 

ARTICLE 2 
JESUS CHRIST OUR LORD 

I believe in Jesus Christ, his only Son, 
our Lord, 
      who was conceived by the Holy 
Spirit 
      and born of the virgin Mary. 
      He suffered under Pontius Pilate, 
      was crucified, died, and was buried; 
      he descended to hell. 
      The third day he rose again from the 
dead. 
      He ascended to heaven 
      and is seated at the right hand of 
God the Father almighty. 
      From there he will come to judge the 
living and the dead. 

 
Here we find the magic words that are a key to unlock our problem: 
 
Jesus “suffered under Pontius Pilate.” 
 
Pilate represented the rightful power of the State as an order of preservation, in this 
case the Roman State.   
 
So, the political gets located in the Second Article, in relation to Jesus who is God our 
Saviour.  
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This is initially encouraging. And we should expect to find it here, really, because – 
what did Jesus say? 
 

A. All Authority 
 

“Then Jesus came to them and said, “[Most of the world’s] authority in heaven and on 
earth has been given to me [except the bits Caesar won’t let me have like taxes, war 
powers, and the ability to shut down hairdressers but not brothels…].”(Matthew 

28.18) 
 

No! All authority. So Caesar’s authority must be under Christ? 
 
That means, too, since Jesus is the Truth, the State will find its own truth in a proper 
relationship to Jesus.  
 

B. The Just Authorities: 
 
It is in the hope of the State making this discovery that we find verses in the Bible 
like: 
 

“Let everyone be subject to the governing authorities, for there is no authority except that 
which God has established. The authorities that exist have been established by God. 2 
Consequently, whoever rebels against the authority is rebelling against what God has 

instituted, … the one in authority is God’s servant for your good. But if you do wrong, be 
afraid, for rulers do not bear the sword for no reason. They are God’s servants, agents of 

wrath to bring punishment on the wrongdoer. 5 Therefore, it is necessary to submit to the 
authorities, …6 This is also why you pay taxes, for the authorities are God’s servants, who 
give their full time to governing. 7 Give to everyone what you owe them: If you owe taxes, 

pay taxes; if revenue, then revenue; if respect, then respect; if honor, then honor.” 
 

“…fear God, honor the emperor” (1 Peter 2.17) 
 
 

C. The Problem: Pilate & Truth 
 
Here we encounter a problem, however. The State doesn’t seem stay within its lane, 
however hard it tries.  
 
As we read about Pilate and Jesus in John 18, we see Pilate tries to act justly – he tries 
to get Jesus off the hook.    
 

“Pilate said. ‘Don’t you realize I have authority to free you and authority to crucify you?”                    
(John 19.10) 

 
Jesus does not dispute this. Indeed, he has already told Pilate about his Kingdom, 
which is what allows Pilate and Rome their authority: 
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“Jesus said, ‘My kingdom is not of this world. If it were, my servants would fight to prevent 
my arrest by the Jewish leaders. But now my kingdom is from another place.’” 

(John 18.36) 
 

So if the State looks to its role and seeks the truth that Jesus offers it, including the 
limitation of its power set by Jesus’ own Kingdom, then in this time the state can 
practice and encourage a relative form of truth justice.    
 
Alas, however, the Pilate story shows us that the State does not look to the Second 
Article for its own authority. It can’t find the Truth at all: 
 

“Jesus answered, ‘…the reason I was born … into the world is to testify to the truth. 
Everyone on the side of truth listens to me.’ 

38 ‘What is truth?’ retorted Pilate.”(John 18.37-8) 
 

D. The Last Refuge 
 
But since Pilate can’t find Truth in Jesus, the rightful king, and who is the true source 
of any authority and right it could seek to have in this world, it must look elsewhere 
for its guidance. 
 
As I have said – it can’t look to Article 1 (creation) and it refuses to look in the right 
place in Article 2, because it is offended by Article 2 – why? 
 
Article 2 does several things: it shows the truth of the State to be a relative Truth. It 
must bow all its claims before Jesus who serves a greater Kingdom and is King over 
all kings!  
 
Second, it must not go beyond its limits! It is bounded by the Kingdom of God and 
the authority of Jesus.  
 
But the State is not just the good State that Paul speaks of in Romans 13. The State 
can also be demonic.   
 
“The dragon stood on the shore of the sea. And I saw a beast coming out of the sea. It had ten 

horns and seven heads, with ten crowns on its horns, and on each head a blasphemous 
name… it was given authority over every tribe, people, language and nation. 8 All 

inhabitants of the earth will worship the beast—all whose names have not been written in the 
Lamb’s book of life, the Lamb who was slain from the creation of the world.”                          

(Revelation 13.1, 7-8) 
 
In Romans 13 the State is the servant of God; in Revelation 13 it is a beast out of the 
abyss of the Sea. (Still a servant of God!) 
 
When the State becomes demonic, however, where does it turn to seek its own 
nature?  
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There is only one Article left in the Creed to which it can turn, and this is where it 
does turn in fact.  
 
 
III. ARTICLE 3: GOD THE SANCTIFIER 
 

ARTICLE 3 
I BELIEVE IN THE HOLY SPIRIT 

I believe in the Holy Spirit, 
      the holy catholic* church, 
      the communion of saints, 
      the forgiveness of sins, 
      the resurrection of the body, 
      and the life everlasting. Amen. 

 
 
This is where the State turns for guidance but because it is not looking to Article 2, 
because it is not looking in the right place for Truth, instead of the Holy Spirit it 
finds an unclean Spirit.  
 
All manner of terrible things follow…. 
 
Well, I’m not done but I need for time sake to end here. If you want to hear what I 
have to say about the demonic State, you’ll have to either come back tonight to Nite 
Church or, I will also provide a teaching podcast on this topic with the whole thing 
laid out for you.  
 

*  *  *  *  *  *  * 
 

So here’s where I’m concluding – there’s an election this year.  
 
The world is in a mess. Chaos reigns.  
 
God ordained the State in its relative shape to preserve what could be preserved in 
creation under a curse.  
 
Alas, the State absolutizes itself; thinks it can do more than it can do because it 
operates from Article 3. So it refuses the Truth of Article 2, the Truth of Jesus Christ as 
Lord and true king, and so it thinks it can be an expression of the Holy Spirit the Lord 
the giver of life: absolute, all-powerful, all-seeing through its cameras placed everywhere.  
 
It starts to tell itself lies: To build up this creation and keep everything safe and sound, we 
need even more power and control; we even need to be able to invade private property without 
warrants; we need to be able to control churches and even destroy businesses if we need to.    
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So, you do three things this year: 
 

A. Be informed! 
B. Vote your conscience! 
C. VOTE! 

 
You know now the state is a relative creature, even if it thinks it’s absolute.  
 
So each political option you have is relative. You’re voting for some person or party 
like this one: 
 

 ‘What is truth?’ retorted Pilate.” (John 18.38) 
 

 
 AMEN  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


